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"That which we obtain too
easily, we esteem too
lightly. It is dearness only
which gives everything its
value."
- Thomas Paine

THANK YOU! THANK YOU!

Mason and I have been blown away the past 2 weeks with so much
excitement and enthusiasm over our produce. We can't even express how
much that means to us.
To hear that we're missed over the off-season, that you're so excited to get
your produce from us again, to hear what you're making with it, and how
you're enjoying it, that means everything to us!!
We pour our blood, sweat, and tears into this farm, and knowing that it's
appreciated just makes it all so worth it on so many levels.
So THANK YOU!! Thank you for deciding that the local farmer matters to
you. Thank you for your affirmation and support of our farm and of us!
We will be the first to tell you, however, that we don't know what we're
doing. We wanted to start a farm but we had little to no experience doing
so. We read book after book that said that we should intern and work for
other farmers to gain experience and knowledge. Wise advice, but we
didn't have the luxury of that opportunity.
So we've had to learn as we go and sometimes the lessons have been
painful. We're just so thankful to you all for your support while we learn,
often by trial and error. We'll also be the first to admit that things aren't
perfect and they don't often (if ever) go as planned.
So while we're immensely grateful for all the positive feedback, we also
appreciate knowing what's not working, what didn't taste good, or what
didn't work.
Knowing both - the good and the bad - helps us learn more quickly so we
can do better each and every week, every season, and every year.

UNBOXING YOUR OFFERINGS THIS WEEK
Don't forget our Farmer's Pledge: If anything goes bad before you
are able to use it, we will replace it free of charge!
*Signifies DANGER ZONE Veggies - those items that are in danger of rotting more quickly
than other items. Store in the refrigerator immediately upon returning home and plan to eat
quickly, within 3 - 5 days for best results.
*SWISS CHARD ~ Use raw leaves in salads, or sauté the leaves and and finely chop the
stems to combine with olive oil and garlic, and add to pasta, frittata's, scrambled eggs and
stir-fries. My very favorite way to use chard is on this pizza... it may sound bizzare but it is
so good.
*HEAD LETTUCE ~ Don't wash until you’re ready to use it. Store whole in your crisper
drawer. Alternately, take the time within the first day or two to cut it roughly, washing the
leaves and then spinning them dry in a salad spinner. Store right in your salad spinner in
the fridge! Will last for over a week that way!
*MIZUNA ~ Mizuna has a mild yet tangy flavor. Toss mizuna leaves in a mixed salad or
check out these other delicious options. Will store in the fridge for up 5 days. Wrap leaves
loosely in a paper towel and store in a bag in the crisper drawer.
MUSTARD GREENS ~ Similar in taste to turnip greens and best steamed, braised, or
sautéed. Mustard greens have peppery flavor and add a mild spicy flavor to most dishes.
Surprisingly delicious in egg dishes. Store in a loosely wrapped plastic bag in the refrigerator.
RADISHES (WITH GREENS) ~ Remove radish leaves if they are still attached. Store the
unwashed greens in a loosely wrapped plastic bag in the crisper bin of your refrigerator and
eat them ASAP. (Try them wilted with a scrambled egg sandwich). Store radish roots dry
and unwashed in a plastic bag in the refrigerator for 1 week. I like to sprinkle the red roots
with a little salt and just eat them raw! They’re also amazing when pickled. Or try them
roasted on a sheet pan with potatoes and carrots. (They taste almost like potatoes).
BOK CHOY (WITH STEMS) ~ This Asian green is so awesome in a stir fry. You can use
the white stems too — chop them and use them like celery for some crunch. Store wrapped
loosely in plastic bag (or a Debbie Meyer Green Bag) in the refrigerator.

UNBOXING YOUR OFFERINGS THIS WEEK
*CHINESE CABBAGE ~ Also known as Napa cabbage, it is versatile and works great
stewed, steamed, and stir-fried. In general, it doesn’t need much cooking time to cook
through (3 – 5 min. is typically enough), and is also delicious raw. Try swapping it out with
cabbage in slaw recipes. Wash Chinese cabbage just before using. Remove the desired
number of leaves and trim the base of each, wash, drain and use cooked or raw. The
crisper the leaves, the tastier, so use within 3 -5 days for best flavor, although it can be used
later, up to 2 weeks, in sauerkrauts, kimchi's and soups.
SPINACH ~ Has already been rinsed and spun dry so it should last longer than other
greens. Spinach is high in antioxidants and vitamins A, C, E, and iron and it's high nutritional
content is well preserved when served lightly cooked or raw. Cook quickly until spinach
turns a bright green for best flavor. Spinach has a wide variety of culinary uses including,
salads, pasta, and egg dishes as well as being a favorite for green smoothies.
SPRING SALAD MIX ~ A delicious mix of spinach, kale, collards and lettuce. Has already
been rinsed and dried so should last longer than other danger-zone veggies. Plan to use this
after other items have already been eaten. Keep an eye on the bag though, if there are any
bruised or damaged leaves, they will spoil the whole bunch.
*ARUGULA ~ Most frequently eaten raw in salads but can be enjoyed cooked in a number
of ways. Delicious peppery flavor. It's also used to top cooked pizzas or whirled into pesto.
The greens can also be sautéed for a mild side dish or added to soups, pasta, and other
dishes. Store in a green bag in the crisper of the refrigerator. The greens will keep for up to
four days. Don't wash until just before using.
WILD GREENS ~ A combination of orache, dandelion, and plantain (commonly called
weeds) yet they're actually quite delicious and have a lot of vital nutrition too! Store and use
just like any green.
TURNIPS (MINI) ` We've found that smaller, younger turnips are sweeter, so we think that
even those that don't especially like turnips, might like giving these a try. They add a great
zip to dishes and are even tasty (and crunchy) raw. Baby turnips can be cut into wedges
and served as crudites with dip, or sliced and added to salads, Be sure to cut the green tops
off the turnips as soon as you get home to preserve the root for a week or more. Turnip
greens can be used like any green.

HERBS
CHIVES ~ Store fresh chives in the refrigerator in a resealable plastic bag, keeping the air
inside, for up to a week. Do not wash until ready to use the chives, as excessive moisture will
promote decay. If your chives are wilted, you can soak in a bowl of ice water to rehydrate
before using. Add to egg dishes, salads, deviled eggs, anything that could use a little
garlic/onion flavor. So good!
TARRAGON - Has a bittersweet taste and an aromatic quality similar to anise and is used
most often in French cuisine. Store in the fridge in a glass of water until using. Chop it
finely over vegetables before roasting or make a delicious creamy salad dressing.
OREGANO ~ Delicious added to marinara sauces for pasta and pizza, add a few leaves to
your salads for flavor and added nutrition, also delicious on any roasted or grilled meat.
Fresh oregano must be used quickly. Store whole stems with leaves in a glass of water with
a plastic bag loosely tented over the glass. If you know you can't use it that quickly, it's so
easy to dry for later use: lay out on a baking sheet to dry, turning over once or twice until
dried completely. Once dried, crumble and add to a spice jar.
CILANTRO ~ Used in Mexican, Indian, and Thai cooking as well as many sauces and
salsas. It looks a lot like parsley, but with a different flavor. Top tacos, burritos with it, add a
sprig or two to your salad or smoothies for extra detox. Read more about it below! To store:
place the stems into a glass of water and cover with a baggie in the fridge and use within a
week.

RECIPES & IDEAS
Here's a delicious salad recipe that includes grains so it really is a
full-meal salad!
Spring Grains and Greens Salad with Honey Lemon Vinaigrette
(look up link online)
Creamy Radish Soup

Make this ahead and store in the fridge for up to 3 days! It’s a great light soup!
2 T Extra Virgin Olive Oil
2 cups sliced radishes divided, from 2 bunches
1/2 cup chopped onion
1 medium Yukon Gold potato peeled and cut into 1-inch cubes, about 8
ounces
2 cups milk
1/2 tsp salt
1/4 tsp white or black pepper
1/4 cup reduced-fat sour cream
1 T chopped fresh radish greens or parsley
Heat oil in a large saucepan over medium-high heat. Add 1¾ cups radishes
and onion and cook, stirring frequently, until the onions are beginning to
brown and the radishes are translucent, about 5 minutes. Add potato, milk,
salt and pepper to taste. Bring to a boil, stirring occasionally.Reduce heat to a
simmer, cover and cook, stirring occasionally, until the potato is tender, about
5 minutes more. Working in batches, puree the mixture in a blender (or in the
pan with an immersion blender) until smooth. (Use caution when pureeing
hot liquids.)Slice the remaining ¼ cup radishes into matchsticks. Serve each
portion of soup topped with 1 tablespoon sour cream, some radish
matchsticks and a sprinkling of radish greens (or parsley).
Adapted from Eating Well.com

GET TO KNOW YOUR VEGGIES
Radishes
They aren't just fun, adding a spicy kick to your salad, coleslaw or sandwich;
they're actually really good for us!!
Every year, it seems, while preparing the newsletters I read about the
benefits of eating radishes. And every year I think, "Wow, I really should
eat more of these!" And yet I seem to forget until the following year... This
year, I'm not going to forget because radishes:
Help to cleanse our liver and stomach, thus detoxifying it
Increase oxygen supply in the blood and controls blood pressure
Regulate bile production, safeguarding the liver and gallbladder
High in Vitamin C and helps increase immunity
Are packed with Vitamins E, A, C, B6, and K; plus they're high
on antioxidants, fiber, zinc, potassium, phosphorous, magnesium,
copper, calcium, iron and manganese.
Radish Recipes you really will relish... :)

Romaine and Radish Salad with Buttermilk Lemon Dressing
Spicy Quick Pickled Radishes
Fresh Arugula and Black Bean Tacos with Pickled Radishes and Feta
Did your mouth water when you read that, because mine did! This sounds so
good!! I'll have to make these this weekend. Yum!! ;)

Radish & Sour Cream Salad

The spicy crunch of the radish contrasts nicely with the simple,
creamy dressing… This couldn't be an easier recipe to compliment your
next barbecue or picnic.
~12 radishes, totaling 2 cups when sliced
1 tsp apple cider vinegar
3 Tbsp. sour cream
1 heaping Tbsp. minced green onion
Salt & pepper to taste
Combine all ingredients in a medium bowl. Refrigerate and let the flavors
combine for about 20 minutes before serving.
Find more delicious radish recipes here!

SPRING GREENS CHALLENGE!!
How are you doing with the challenge?! What have you noticed as you've been
eating more, more frequently?
You've been receiving an incredible amount of greens each week so far so
hopefully you've been able to eat at least 1 cup each day.
The greens will start to decrease as the cooler weather gives way to the heat of
summer, so now's our chance to eat them up!
I came across an interesting blog post that I thought I would share with you...
It says, "When we think of health, we think green. When we think of nature, we think
green. Green is a color associated with good aspects of life, yet when it comes to dietary
choices we generally have a reluctance towards this food group.
"I’ve even heard people say, “They taste too healthy.” Of course this is the case! Our taste
buds have been conditioned with the intensity of artificial flavors and sugars. We’re
under the influence of carefully crafted addictive flavors from food manufacturers.
“We’re being manipulated by food engineers who have figured out how to tap into our
brains. But if we can kick our addiction to junk food, we become better able to
distinguish the fake stuff from the real, and that chemical aroma will lose its power to
hook us.
There is a social stigma [against greens] as well. I often hear people call greens “rabbit
food” ... . It gets even more interesting because innately we know consuming greens is
one of the best things we can do for our wellbeing, yet if possible we would skip the
greens — and, let’s face it, most people do."
That's why the Greens Challenge is important! It can help us slowly change our
perceptions of greens so we can take advantage of all the health benefits they
offer. As much as we know "they're good for us" it's still hard, so that's why we're
doing it together. :)

WHAT'S HAPPENIN' OUT AT THE FARM
Our 2020 Tomato crop is IN!! Whoop Whoop!
Each years goes a little more smoothly than the last and we marvel at
how much we can get planted with the kids' help. What used to take days,
it seemed, now takes a few hours.
One of these years I really want to get before and after pictures... it's crazy
how such a small and feeble looking plant will grow so large and produce
so many tomatoes in just a few months!
And I don't know about you, but I'm already dreaming of fresh salsa and
all that I want to do with the tomatoes this year...
We finished off the last of our canned salsa a week or so ago and it was a
sad day...
We didn't get quite as much planting done this past week as we'd hoped
with other projects that popped up, so we will be planting peppers on
Thursday and hopefully some if not all of the vines (summer squash,
melons, winter squash, and pumpkins) in this week. We did get a few
summer squash and cucumbers in to one of the hoophouses, but the
rest will be planted out in the field. After that we'll move on to potatoes
and then it will be time to plant more carrots and such again too.
It's a very busy time for us to get everything in as quickly as we can, but
the weather has been cooperating for the most part and it's going very
well overall. :)
That's all for now!
We'll see ya soon!

